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ABSTRACT
The Dead Sea (DS) basin plays a major role for regional economic development (industry,
tourism and agriculture) in Jordan. Different studies stated that the water level of the DS is
dropping an average of 3 feet per year. Accordingly there is a need to provide accurate and
reliable estimates for the water level to help the researchers and geologists of the DS to
make different kind of studies giving results, so they can understand the state of the DS and
its behavior and stop the dropping of the DS water level.
Neural Networks (NN) are computational models with the capacity to learn, to generalize,
or to organize data based on parallel processing. Among all kinds of networks, the most
widely used are BackPropagation (BP), Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M), and Generalized
Regression Neural Networks (GRNN) that are capable of representing non-linear functional
mappings between inputs and outputs.
Different NN based DS water level prediction models are built and compared to determine
the most effective neural networks work in prediction. It is known that DS water level
depends on many factors such as Air temperature, Salinity, Humidity and other
environmental information. Our NN models capture different subsets of those effects,
reflect them within our models to identify the most effective set, which has significant
impact on the water level of DS.
Finally, we can say that the proposed GRNN model provides best significant performance
results comparing with other NN models using Mean Square Error (MSE).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The Dead Sea (DS) basin plays a major role for regional economic development
(industry, tourism and agriculture). In the last 20 years, the Dead Sea has receded more
than 60 feet on its western side, and in the last 40 years, it is believed that the water
level has dropped more than 262 feet. By the way, the water level of the DS is dropping
an average of 3 feet per year (Abu-Jaber 2004, Salameh and El-Naser 1999, Gertman
and Hecht 2002, Asmar and Ergenzinger 1999, Oroud 1994, Hassan and Klein 2002,
Yechieli et al, 1998 ).
Water from the natural inflows (the Jordan River) has been blocked and diverted for
urban and agricultural uses inside and outside the watershed. In addition, much water is
pumped from the DS into evaporation ponds, which alone constitutes about 25 % of the
present total evaporation rates, which means the amount of water allowed to flow
southward into DS is dwindling constantly (Abu-Jaber 2004, Salameh and El-Naser
1999, Orthofer and Lipchin 2004, Gertman and Hecht 2002, Lipchin 2006).
The DS is dying, that is the conclusion many environmentalists are reaching as water
level continues to fall precipitously and at appalling rates. It is really a catastrophe
unfolding before our eyes, and there seems to be little that can be done to repair the
situation.
Today, the shoreline on the western side is more than a kilometer. And a view from the
western slopes overlooking the DS reveals parallel geological strips suggesting that
once upon a time, water covered the flat terrain. The receding water is also leaving
behind hundreds of mysterious and dangerous pits and holes, some filled with water,
others not (Oroud 1995).
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However, environmentalists warn that pumping far less salty water into the DS could
release toxic gases and wipe out local plant and wildlife. The damage to wildlife would
specifically impact the millions of migratory birds for which the DS is a seasonal
resting place. Also, some experts have come with recommendations to stem the tide of
the DS shrinkage, including allowing a greater amount of water from the north to flow
into the Sea, and other recommends to build a tunnel between Read Sea (RS) and DS
(Mohsen 2007, Asmar and Ergenzinger 2003).
Applications of neural networks are applied to many different fields such as science,
engineering, automotive, banking, medical, business, transportation, defense, industrial,
telecommunications, insurance, and economic. In the last few years, the subject of NN
or neural computing has generated a lot of interest and receives a lot of coverage in
articles and magazine.
NN methods are still gaining popularity, as is evidenced by the increasing number of
papers on this topic appearing in engineering and hydrology journals, conferences,
seminars, and so on. This modeling tool is still in its growing stage in terms of
hydrologic applications (ASCE 2000). Recently there are increasing number of works
attempt to apply the NN method for solving various problems in different branches of
science and engineering. This highly interconnected multiprocessor architecture in NN
is described as parallel distributed processing and has solved many difficult computer
science problems, and ability to handle a complex systems that may be poorly defined
or understood using mathematical equations.
The innovation of the NN technique has added a new dimension to model such systems
and has been applied in recent years, as a successful tool to solve various problems
concerned with hydrology and water resources engineering (ASCE 2000, Keskin and
Terzi 2006).
The main function of all artificial neural network paradigms is to map a set of inputs to
a set of output. However, there are a wide variety of NN algorithms. An attractive
feature of NN is their ability to extract the relation between the inputs and outputs of a
process, without the physics being explicitly provided to them. They are able to provide
a mapping from one multivariate space to another, given a set of data representing that
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mapping, even if the data is noisy and contaminated with errors. Therefore, the natural
behavior of geological system processes is appropriate for the application of NN
methods.
The networks were trained and tested using data that represent different characteristics
of the DS area. In this thesis, BackPropagation (BP) model where built in Java and
implemented in Weka data mining software (Weka 2007), Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M),
and General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) were built within Matlab
environment are applied in this research.
It is known that DS water level depends on many factors such as salinity, air speed,
humidity and other environment information. Our NN models will firstly capture subset
of those effects, reflect them within the system, and provide which is the subset from a
given set have strongly relation with water level of DS. Secondly, we will identify the
most accurate and reliable NN model among other used models for the future prediction
of the DS water level.

1.2 Study Objectives
The overall objective of the present study is to determine the effective factors related to
water level of DS by developing a model that are able to provide accurate and reliable
estimates from the historical data, The modeling techniques used in this study are based
on Neural Networks (NN) algorithms that will model relationships between input and
output. These models are developed to provide and to identify the best subset of
parameters that have the most impact on the DS water level, also a comparison will be
performed between different NN models to select the most accurate and reliable model
for the future prediction of the DS water level. on the other hand helps the researchers
and geologists of the DS to make different kind of studies giving results which are help
to understand the state of the DS and its behavior since there are different studies of RSDS tunnel project are discussed currently.

1.3 Research Approach and Scope of Work
The present study was undertaken to develop weekly sea water level model using the
NN method that can possibly be used to provide reliable and accurate estimates based
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on the inputs variables (main factors). It is believed that the NN is able to overcome
the non-linear relationship between the main factors that the DS affected by and the
water level of sea.
The modeling work was carried out using eight years period of weekly data (Jun-1992
To Jun-2000) this period taken according to data available, cause there is not
sufficient continues data available. the main factors records selected from different
sites and scientific journals inside and outside of Jordan. Those are the (metrological
department of Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan), (The ISRAMAR organization for
Oceanographic and limnological Research) and from research papers for (Abu-Jaber
2004, Salameh and El-Naser1999, Gertman and Hecht, 2002 ) and others.

1.4 Significance and Contribution
There are many different studies concerning DS environment, such as, water level,
physical feature, water balance, energy balance, water management, climate, chemical
and hydrological evolution, evaporation rate, and so on. Each study take its
meteorological variables according to philosophy of researcher, each one have its
own view for his research and there is no full matching between them about which
meteorological parameters must be used as effective variables for studying the DS
water level. So this research will take all available variables and extract subset of
variables that are most related and effected to the DS water level.
This is achieved by deploying the NN which has strong generalization ability. This
means that once NN has been properly trained, they are able to provide accurate
results even for cases they have never seen before.
In this work, we clearly defined the importance of the relationship between inputoutput variables, as will as identify a predicting model that can be used to provide
reliable and accurate estimation.
Comparison between BP, L-M, and GRNN was made giving the best NN algorithms
that can be effectively used for future prediction of the water level in the DS.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a literature review for the
features and state of DS and review of using various neural network algorithms.
Chapter 3 provides a description of NN models. Design and Implementation is also
discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes the results, and gives recommendations
for future work.
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Figure (1.1): Dead Sea Basin
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 General
The development of the computer and neural network techniques provides hydrologists
and researchers with enhanced computational power to solve complicated problems.
This power increased the possibilities of applying search algorithms, and the ability to
simulate models of cognitive processes. This developments stimulated neural networks
research. In particular, several models based on time series analysis methods or based
on regression techniques have been commonly used to describe the random behaviour
of various physical phenomena in hydrology. With the advent of computational and
simulation capability using computers, new technique such as neural networks have
been developed to represent more accurately complex non-linear stochastic processes
Tokar and Markus (1999) and Engrg (2000).

2.2 Related Work
Determining the relationship between DS water level and effective factors for DS area
is one of the most important problems faced by geologists and scientists. The historical
data are little and discrete for may factors.
This study based on two major fields, the first one depends on the geological state and
the main factors of Dead Sea, and the second one based on the methodology of Neural
Network.

2.2.1 Dead Sea Literature
There are different kinds of studies concerns DS environment, each study has its own
characteristics of selection the main factors the DS affected by.
 Lensky et al, (2005) used dataset consists of meteorological and hydrographical
measurements, which includes air temperature, relative humidity, incoming solar
radiation, atmospheric pressure, surface water temperature and temperature profile
down to 40 meter below the sea surface level, they used these variables as a basic
parameters to estimate the water balance of the DS.
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 Gertman et al, (2006) applied a standard set of meteorological parameters (wind speed
and direction, relative humidity, air temperature, insolation and air pressure), as well
as water temperature on 12 levels at upper 40 meters in monitoring the Dead Sea
water level.
 Rudolf Orthofer et al, (2004) discussed the physical features that related to DS, which
are salinity, rainfall, surface and underground water resources, evaporation and temperature.
 Al-Weshah (2000) determine in his research the water balance of the DS, and describe
the main components related to the water balance analysis are: surface inflows from
the Jordan river system, surface inflows from eastern wadis, surface inflows from
western wadis, rainfall on the DS itself, evaporation from the DS surface itself,
abstractions from potash mining and works on the east and west sides of the DS and
estimated groundwater inflows.
 Salameh and El-Naser (1999) their research is considered to be one of the most
effective studies of the water balance of the DS, it summarizes the water amounts
which used to flow into the DS prior to the water resources development in its
catchments area, which are surface water (lake Tiberius, east side wadis, west side
wadis, DS eastern catchments, DS western catchments, wadi Araba basin eastern side
and western side), groundwater (eastern side, western side, northern and southern
basins) and precipitation.
 Calder and Neal (1984) developed a method to estimate evaporation rate from the DS
based on a Penman formula. They derived at an equation that expresses evaporation as
a function of net radiation, air temperature, humidity and wind speed, in addition to
salinity, whose effect was included through changing the water activity coefficient.
But their model overestimates net radiation, and ignores the dependence of some of
the variables on temperature.
 Oroud (1995) used Penman formula approach to evaluate the evaporation from
shallow pans near the southern tip of the DS.
 Mero and Simon (1985), in their model to simulate the DS, used a semi-empirical
approach, and proposed an equation which depends on surface water density and
temperature, in addition to salinity. Their approach accounted for radiation and cloud
effects but completely ignored the effect of wind speed.
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 Asmar and Ergenzinger (1999) modified a method derived from Penman model that
estimates the evaporation as a function of four essential variables which are salinity,
humidity, air temperature and wind speed.

2.2.2 Neural Network Literature
Many articles report that neural networks method can produce good models of the
problem that accurately represent nonlinearities in the data (Govindaraju 2000).
Therefore, the natural behaviour of hydrological processes is appropriate for the
application of neural networks method. The characteristics of non-linearity and
existence of noise component in hydrological processes demand a solution that can
promise a reliable result.
 Wanakule and Aly (2005) they apply ANNs as alternative models that are capable of
providing accurate water level forecasts and used it for managing regional well fields
in the north-central Tampa Bay area.
 Hsu et al, (1995) used a three layer feedforward ANN to model daily rainfall-runoff
relationship. They concluded that the feedforward ANN needed a trial and error
procedure to find the appropriate number of time delayed input variables to the model.
 De Vos and Rientjes (2005) used multi-layer feedforward ANNs for rainfallrunoff
modeling of the Geer catchment (Belgium) using both daily and hourly data. The
daily forecast results indicate that ANNs can be considered good alternatives for
traditional rainfall-runoff modeling approaches.
 Gibbs et al, (2006) applied the two different ANN techniques (MLP and GRNN) for
predicting chlorine concentration at two key location in the Hope Valley distribution
system in South Australia. The inputs to the ANN model consist of the significant
parameters produced the most accurate result.
 O. Makarynskyy et al, (2004) used NNs to predict hourly sea level variations for 24
hours, for half-daily, daily, 5-daily and 10-daily mean sea levels at Hillarys Boat
Harbour, Western Australia, for the period (December 1991–December 2002). Threelayer feed-forward networks were employed in their study, with a non-linear
differentiable log-sigmoid transfer function in the hidden layer and linear transfer
function in the output layer. The nets were trained with the resilient backpropagation
algorithm in 200 training epochs. The results obtained that the feasibility of the neural
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network in terms of the correlation coefficient is (0.7–0.9), root mean square error
(about 10%).
 Raghuwanshi et al, (2006) developed an ANN models to predict both runoff and
sediment yield on a daily and weekly basis, for a small agricultural watershed. The
models was train using monsoon season (June to October) data of five years (1991–
1995) for different sizes of architecture, and then tested with respective rainfall and
temperature data of monsoon season (June to October) of two years (1996–1997).
Training was conducted using the Levenberg–Marquardt where the input and output
were presented to the neural network as a series of learning sets. They conclude in all
cases, the ANN models performed better than the linear regression based models.
 Keskin and Terzi (2006) proposed an alternative approach of evaporation estimation
for Lake Egirdir by developed ANN models to estimate daily pan evaporation from
measured meteorological data. The measured meteorological variables include daily
observations of air and water temperature, sunshine hours, solar radiation, air
pressure, relative humidity, and wind speed. The results of the Penman method and
ANN models are compared to pan evaporation values. Their study shows that there is
better agreement between the ANN estimations and measurements of daily pan
evaporation than for other model.
 Engrg (2003) used radial basis function network for forecasting the reference
evapotranspiration. The weather parameter data used are (air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, and sunshine) from January 1977 to December 1996. The
results show that ANNs can be used for forecasting reference evapotranspiration with
high reliability compared with traditional model.
 Tokar and Markus (2000) compared ANN models with traditional conceptual models
in predicting watershed runoff as a function of rainfall, snow water equivalent, and
temperature. The results indicated that ANNs can be powerful tools in modeling the
precipitation-runoff process for various time scales, topography, and climate patterns.
 Tokar and Johnson (1999) employed ANN to forecast daily runoff as a function of
daily precipitation, temperature and snowmelt for the Little Patuxent River watershed
in Maryland. They used a three layer feedforward ANN and apply trial and error
procedure to find the appropriate number of input nodes to the model. They reported
that ANN provides reasonable good solutions for circumstances where there are
complex systems that may be poorly defined or understood using mathematical
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equations. ANN models provided higher training and testing accuracy when compared
with regression and simple conceptual models.
 Finally, there are different studies which employ NNs to may application in our life
and other which are concerning on the comparing different kinds of NN algorithms
like studies done by (Kisi et al, 2007) and (Asefa et al, 2007) and (Ardiclioglu et al,
2007).
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CHAPTER 3
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
The development of ANN began approximately 75 years ago by McCulloch and Pitts in
1943, inspired by a desire to understand the human brain and emulate its functioning.
Although the idea of ANN was proposed by McCulloch and Pitts over sixty five years
ago, the development of ANN technique has experienced a renaissance only in the last
decade, because the current algorithms overcome the limitations of early Networks. A
tremendous growth in the interest of this computational mechanism has occurred by
rediscovered a mathematically rigorous theoretical framework for Neural Networks,
(ASCE, 2000).
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be broadly defined as computer processes that attempt to
emulate the human thought processes that are associated with activities that require the
use of intelligence.
The term AI in its broadest sense, encompasses a number of technologies that includes,
but is not limited to, expert systems, Neural Networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic
systems. Interestingly of artificial intelligence is that, the use of computers to model the
behavior aspects of human reasoning and learning. In problem solving, one must
proceed from a beginning (the initial state) to the end (the goal state) via a limited
number of steps.
ANN, also called a simulated Neural Networks (SNN) or called parallel distributed
processing system (PDPs) and connectionist systems, is an interconnected group of
artificial neurons that uses a mathematical or computational model for information
processing based on a connectionist approach to computation. There is no universally
accepted definition of an NN. But perhaps most people in the field would agree that an
NN is a network of many simple processors ("units"), each possibly having a small
amount of local memory. The units are connected by communication channels
("connections") which usually carry numeric (as opposed to symbolic) data, encoded by
any of various means. The units operate only on their local data and on the inputs they
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receive via the connections. The restriction to local operations is often relaxed during
training. (ftp://ftp.sas.com/pub/neural/FAQ.html#A_cando, 2008).
Most NNs have some sort of "training" rule whereby the weights of connections are
adjusted on the basis of data. In other words, NNs "learn" from examples, as children
learn to distinguish dogs from cats based on examples of dogs and cats. If trained
carefully, NNs may exhibit some capability for generalization beyond the training data,
that is, to produce approximately correct results for new cases that were not used for
training.
Some NNs are models of biological neural networks and some are not, but historically,
much of the inspiration for the field of NNs came from the desire to produce artificial
systems capable of sophisticated, perhaps "intelligent", computations similar to those
that the human brain routinely performs, and thereby possibly to enhance our
understanding of the human brain. (ftp://ftp.sas.com/ , 2008).

3. 2 Basic Structure
Figure(3.1) presents the ANN as a massively parallel collection of small and simple
processing units where the interconnections form a large part of the Networks's
intelligence. ANN, however, are quite different from the brain in terms of structure.

Figure (3.1): Neuron Unit
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Structure of an ANN can be classified into 3 groups as per the by arrangement of
neurons and the connection patterns of the layers: feed forward (error back propagation
Networks), feedback (recurrent Neural Networks and adaptive resonance memories),
and self-organizing (Kohonen Networks) ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).
Also Neural Networks can be roughly categorized into two types in terms of their
learning features: supervised learning algorithms, where Networks learn to fit known
inputs to known outputs, and unsupervised learning algorithms, where no desired output
to a set of input is defined. The classification is not unique and different research groups
make different classifications.

Figure (3.2): A three-layer Neural Networks
The feed forward Neural Networks (FFNNs) consist of three or more layers of nodes:
one input layer, one output layer and one or more hidden layers as shown in figure(3.2).
The input vector passed to the Networks is directly passed to the node activation output
of input layer without any computation. One or more hidden layers of nodes between
input and output layer provide additional computations. Then the output layer generates
the mapping output vector. Each of the hidden and output layers has a set of
connections, with a corresponding strength-weight, between itself and each node of
preceding layer. (http://www.usingneuralnetworks.com 2007) and ( ftp://ftp.sas.com,
2007).
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3.3 Training
Training is the actual process of adjusting weight factors based on trial-and-error. The
objective is to minimize the error between the target and actual output and to find
weights. To train NN, the weight factors were adjusted until the calculated output
pattern based on the given input matches the desired output. These weights are modified
until the difference between the Networks output and the actual outputs are close to
targets. This training procedure involves the iterative adjustment and optimization of
connection weights and threshold values for each node in the Networks. Tsoukalas and
Uhrig (1997) reported that, today it is estimated that 80% of all applications utilize this
BackPropagation algorithm in one form or another. It is a gradient (derivative)
technique that are simple to compute locally, and it performs stochastic gradient descent
in

weight

space

(for

pattern

by

pattern

(http://www.usingneuralnetworks.com2007),

updating

of

synaptic

weights).

(http://www.neuralnetwork.com

2007)

and ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).

3. 4 Architecture of Neural Networks
The architecture of a Networks is defined by the number of layers, the number of units
per layer, and the interconnection patterns between layers.
3.4.1 Feed-forward Networks
FFNNs, allow signals to travel one way only; from input to output. There is no feedback
(loops). The output of any layer does not affect that same layer. FFNNs tend to be
straight forward Networks that associate inputs with outputs. They are extensively used in
pattern recognition. This type of organization is also referred to as bottom-up or topdown,

as

shown

in

Figure(3.3).

(http://www.usingneuralnetworks.Com

(http://www.neuralnetwork.com 2007) and ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).

2007),
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Figure (3.3) :An example of a simple feed forward Networks

3. 4.2 Feedback Networks
Feedback Neural Networks (FBNNs), Figure(3.4), have signals traveling in both
directions by introducing loops in the Networks. FBNNs are very powerful and can get
extremely complicated. FBNNs are dynamic; their 'state' is changing continuously until
they reach an equilibrium point. They remain at the equilibrium point until the input
changes and a new equilibrium needs to be found. (http://www.usingneuralnetworks.com
2007), (http://www.neuralnetwork.com 2007) and ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).
h0
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y1
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Figure (3.4): Recurrent Neural Networks

3.5 Research Methodology
As mentioned before, the DS model process is very complex, highly non-linear, and
time varying. Hence, the application of NN methods can be able to describe accurately
this process. In the DS modeling, the input nodes constitute the series of observation
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(weekly observation from Jun-1992 To Jun-2000) and the output node consists of the
DS surface water level data. The data is divided into two subsets. First is training data
sets. Training data sets used to train the model, and also to validation data (test set).
Validation process is carried out to monitor NN model performance during training.
Meanwhile, the test data sets used to measure the model performance. The training data
set is the data which the NN uses to learn the solution to the problem. The validation
process is used to establish when to stop the algorithm that is to choose the best
solution.
After every training iteration the validation data set is passed through the Networks, and
the error over the data set is calculated. The best set of weights is defined as those that
produce the lowest error over the validation data set. Meanwhile the test data set is the
stage of using model for performance test.
The present study employs the supervised training NN models. Once the NN models
have been created, their suitability for the application needs to be investigated. This task
involves training the models and then testing the performance of the Neural system.
The training or learning phase is critical to the success of the NN. In this study,
Multilayer Perceptron FFNN trained by BP, L-M and GRNN algorithms are applied to
correct errors.

3.5.1 Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP-NN)
MLP is a supervised and also FFNN with one or more layers of nodes between input
and output nodes. It is a most commonly used Neural computing technique. Each node
is the basic element of a Neural Networks called neuron.
The network consists of an input layer linked to the input DS variables, a hidden layer,
and an output layer that connects to the output variables, Figure (3.5) illustrates the
architecture of the proposed DS model. The decisions that affect the performance of the
network models during training include the number of input nodes, the number of
hidden nodes, learning rate, momentum constant and the transfer function. Input layer
constitutes the input nodes or neurons. The number of input nodes in the input layer
should be selected carefully in order to construct a good NN model. The accuracy of
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model depends on the selection of input nodes derived from the characteristics of data
series.
BackPropgation is numerically intensive technique, and there are many different ways
to perform BP to teach the Neural nets how to respond. Any BP Networks is based on a
supervised learning technique that compares the actual output from output units to the
target or specified output and then readjusts the weights backward in the Networks
(Tingsanchali,

2000), (http://www.usingneuralnetworks.com 2007), (http://www.

Neuralnetwork .com 2007) and ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).
In order to improve the usefulness of the steepest descent method, two parameters can
be altered, the momentum coefficient and the learning coefficient. Learning rate is used
to control the amount of weights adjustment at each step of training. The smaller the
learning rate parameter α, the smaller will the changes to the synaptic weight in the
Networks from one iteration to the next. However, the smaller learning rate will take
too long to reach the minimum.

Figure (3.5): Structure of a DS surface water level model with one hidden layer
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In the standard BP, the learning rate may be constant. There is no hard and fast rule
about what value the learning coefficient should have (Fausett, 1994). A simple method
of increasing the rate of learning is to include the momentum term, μ. The momentum
term is usually a positive number. The incorporation of momentum in the BP algorithm
represents a minor modification to the weight update. The momentum term have the
benefit of preventing the learning rate process from terminating in a shallow local
minimum on the error surface. ( ftp://ftp.sas.com, 2007).

3.5.1.1 Architecture of MLP
Basically, NN model consists of an input layer linked to the input, a hidden layer, and
an output layer that connects to the output. Input layer is the DS variables data and the
output layer is surface water level data. The information of the data in the input layer
transfer to the next consecutive layers in the system of FFNN. The activation function
will process the signal send by input data that passes from each node. Associated with
each incoming input signal is a weight.

Figure (3.6): A three-layer Neural Networks
As shown in figure(3.6), Each input node unit ( i  1,......, m ) in input layer broadcasts
the input signal to the hidden layer. Each hidden node ( j  1,......., n ) sums its weighted
input signals, applies its activation function to compute its output signal, and sends this
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signal to all units in the hidden layer, which

w ij is the weight between input layer and

hidden layer, w 0 j is the weight for the bias; and x i is the input DS variables signal. In
this work, as shown in Figure (3.7) the activation function applied here

is

sigmoid

function which is the most activation function used, (ASCE 2000).
g z  
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Figure (3.7): Sigmoid function
The sigmoid activation function will process the signal that passes from each node:
g z
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Then from second layer the signal is transmitted to third layer. The output
unit (k=1) sums its weighted input signals,
n

x _ in k  c 0 k    z j c j k 

3.3

j 1

and applies its activation function to compute its output signal,

y O  f  x _ in k



3.4

where c (j k ) is the weight between second layer and third layer; and c 0( k ) is the weight for
the bias. The output node receives a target pattern corresponding to the input training
pattern, computes its error information term,



 k   t k  y O  f ' x _ in k
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calculates its weight correction term (used to update c (j k ) later), and
k 


c    a y
j
k j

3.6

calculates its bias correction term (used to update c 0( k ) later),




k 
c
 
0
k

3.7
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where α is learning rate; t is the target NN output; y O is the NN output as net inflow
k
variable. The error information is transfer from the output layer back to early layers.
This is known as the BP of the output error to the input nodes to correct the weights.
This method uses partial derivatives of error with respect to weights to update the
weights of the connections. Each hidden unit (j=1,...,m) sums its delta inputs (from units
in the layer above),
k
p

 _ in j    k c j
k 1





3.8

calculates its weight correction term (used to update w ij later),

w

  x
j i

ij

3.9

and calculates its bias correction term (used to update w 0 j later),

w

0j

 

3.10

j

The output unit (k=1) updates its bias and weight s (j=0,…..,n)
c kj  new   c kj old   c j k 

3.11

and each hidden unit (j=1,……,n) updates its bias and weights (i=0,…..,m)
w

ij

 new   w ij old   w ij

3.12

The weight update formulas for BP with momentum are,
k

c 
j





t  1  a k y j

k

 c 
j
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and
w

ij

t  1  a j y i

 c

ij

t 

3.14

The process is terminated when this difference is achieved a specified value. The
training phase needs to produce a NN that is both stable and convergence, to produce
accurate input-output relations. After this, the Networks can be tested using data have
not been assigned during learning (ASCE 2000).
In general, the processes or procedures of BP algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(1) Obtain a set of training patterns
(2) Setup NN model (number of input neurons, hidden neurons, and output neurons)
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(3) Set a model parameters (learning rate α, momentum rate  , etc)
(4) Initialize all connection, weights , and biases, to random values w

ij

(5) Set minimum error, E min
(6) Start training by applying input and desired outputs and propagate through the layers
then calculate total error.
(7) Backpropagate error through output and hidden layer and adapt weights.
(8) Backpropagate error through hidden and input layer and adapt weights.
(9) Check it error < E min . If not repeat steps 6-9. If yes stop training.

3.5.1.2 Training NN using BackPropagation Algorithms
Two types of training algorithms approaches used to train NN, namely Gradient Decent
and L-M algorithms.
Standard BackPropagation is a gradient descent algorithm, in which the Networks
weights are moved along the negative of the gradient of the performance function.
This algorithm depends on minimizing an error function based on adjusting the weights
of the NN, The error can computed as following,

1
2

E (W ) 

M

m

  (T
m 1

im

 O im ) 2

3.15

i 1

where M indexes the input vector, i is the iteration for network, m is number of neuron,
and T im

and

Oim are, the target and actual networks output for the ith output unit on the

Mth pattern respectively, where
n

Oim

 g(

w ik

e km

 w ik e km )
k 1

3.16

are the weight and input fir the network respectively. The algorithm movies

weight indirection opposite to gradient of error,

 W i kM  

E
W

3.17
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  (T im  Oim ) * e km

3.18

where α is the learning rate.

w k 1  w k  w

3.19

On the other hand, the L-M is considered to be the most efficient algorithm for training
median sized artificial neural networks. Like Quasi-Newton methods, the L-M
algorithm was designed to approach second order training speed with out having to
compute Hessian matrix (Burneyet al, 2005).When the performance function has the
form of a sum of squares that is

1
F (w )  e T
2
where

1
1 k
e  e T (w )e (w )  
2
2 i

p

 (O

i j

 t i j )2

3.20

j

W  [w1,w1,w1,........w N ] t consists of all weights of the network, the function

of sum of squared errors is defined as

1
F (w )  e t e
2
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Newton’s method for minimizing objective function is generated using well known
recurrence formula.
w i 1  w i  H 1 F (w )

1
when F (w )  e T e
2

3.22

and F (w ) is the gradient of F(W) then the Hessian matrix

can be approximated as,
H  JT J

3.23

and the gradient can be computed as

g  J

T

e

3.24

where the Jacobian matrix J contains the first derivatives of the network errors with
respect to weights and biases, and e is a vector of network errors. The Gauss-Newton
update formula can be
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w i 1  w i  (J iT J i ) 1 J iT  i

3.25

3.26

Where (J T J ) is positive definite, but if it is not, then, we make some perturbation into
it that will control the probability of being non positive definite.
Thus,
H  J T J  I

3.27

w i 1  w i  (J iT J i   I ) 1 J iT  i

3.28

Where in neural computing context the quantity  is called the learning parameter, it
ensures that J

T

J is positive definite. It is always possible to choose  sufficiently

large enough to ensure a descent step. The learning parameter is decreased as the
iterative process approaches to a minimum.
Thus, in Levenberg-Marquardt optimization, inversion of square matrix J

T

J +  I is

involved which requires large memory space to store the Jacobian matrix and the
approximated Hessian matrix along with inversion of approximate H matrix of order
N  N in each iteration, thus for large networks, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is not
suitable (Burneyet al, 2005).
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3.5.2 Radial Basis Function (RBF) Model
The Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network was proposed by Broomhead and
Lowe. This neural network is very different from neural networks with sigmoidal
activation functions in that it utilizes basis functions in the hidden layer that are locally
responsive to input stimulus. These hidden nodes are usually implemented using a
Gaussian kemel function (Heimes and Heuveln, 1998).

3.5.2.1 Architecture of RBF
The RBF training procedure requires that a clustering algorithm determine the location
(center) of each Gaussian kemel and the width of each kemel. Once the hidden layer
nodes are selected the output layer weights can be determined analytically using a Least
Mean Squares (LMS) method which determines the optimum output layer weights
based on the training data and the selected hidden node parameters.
The hidden layer of the RBF compares a new input vector (x) with a number of stored
pattem vectors (c) based on an arbitrary distance function ||x-c||. (Heimes and Heuveln,
1998).
Usually the distance function is the Euclidean norm with an additional normalization
constant in each dimension:
|| x  c ||

n

(
k 1

x k  ck 2
)
k

3.29

where x and c are both vectors of length n and  k is the normalization constant that
controls the width of the basis function. A clustering algorithm is normally used to
define the number, location, and widths of the centers of the basis functions. It is
obvious that the more basis functions that are included in the network the better its
accuracy. However, the number of basis functions normally needs to be limited for
practical reasons.
This distance measure is then used to evaluate the basis functions: ||x-c||. (Heimes and
Heuveln, 1998).
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If one uses a Gaussian basis function the hidden layer outputs are evaluated as follows
2

 (|| x c ||)  e ||x c ||

3.30

Given a network with p basis functions, a predicted scalar output y 'j is computed using
the following equation:
p

y 'j   ij  (|| x  c i ||)

3.31

i 1

Since the output layer equation is a pure linear transformation, the coefficients ij are
analytically determined using the LMS algorithm. Consider matrix A to be the q-by-p
matrix, where:
A li  (|| x l  c i ||)

l  1, 2,....., q , i  1, 2,..... p

3.32

In equation (3.32), each x l is one of q training vectors for which the actual output is
known to be an m element vector

y l ,Using A, we can express the computation of the

RBF output layer as a matrix multiplication:
'

y  A

3.33

where 1 is a p-by-m matrix of weights, A is a q-by-p matrix of hidden layer outputs for
all training pattems, and y' is a q-by-m matrix of network outputs. Since ideally the
prediction equals the desired output:
'

y y

3.34

we can get an optimum prediction based on the training data by setting the matrix of
weights (  ) according to:

  A *y

3.35

*
In Equation (3.35), A is either the inverse if p = q, or the pseudo inverse if p < q,

(Heimes and Heuveln, 1998).

3.5.2.2 Training RBF Networks
Adapting the values of the weights and centers of Networks by presenting the input and
output data is known as learning or training. Training is the actual process of adjusting
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weight factors based on trial-and-error. A supervised training requires target patterns or
signals to guide the training process. The objective is to minimize the error between the
target and actual output and to find weights. To train RBF Networks, the weight factors
were adjusted until the calculated output pattern based on the given input matches the
desired output
There are several types of learning algorithms can be used in RBF Networks such as
Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS), GRNN, K-means Clustering, and Probability Density
Function (PDF).
The GRNN algorithm were used is a kind of Radial Basis Neural Network (RBNN) that
is often used for function approximation. The GRNN was introduced as a memory
based NN that would store all the independent and dependent training data available for
a particular mapping (Heimes and Heuveln, 1998).
GRNN can be designed very quickly, fast learning, and effectively uses historical data
to estimates values for continuous dependent variables. The learning process is
equivalent to finding a surface in a multidimensional space that provides a best fit to the
training data, with the criterion for the ‘best fit’ being measured in some statistical
sense. Using the features of learning and training processes which it learned from past
experience, or generalization of previous examples, RBF is capable of performing a
basis for system modeling and forecasting (Heimes and Heuveln, 1998).
The GRNN predicts the value of one or more dependent variables, given the value of
one or more independent variables. According to Heimes and Heuveln (1998) and
Specht (1991), the GRNN thus takes as an input vector x of length n and generates an
'

'

output vector (or scalar) of length y of length m , where y is the prediction of the y.
The GRNN does this by comparing a new input pattern x with a set of p stored patterns
'

x i (pattern nodes) for which the actual output y i is known. The predicted output y is
the weighted average of all these associated stored output y ij . Equation 3.36 expresses
how each predicted output component y 'j is a function of the corresponding output
components y j associated with each stored pattern x i . The weight W ( x , x i ) reflects
the contribution of each known output yi to the predicted output. It is a measure of the
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similarly of each pattern node with the input pattern, (Heimes and Heuveln, 1998).
p

'

yj 

N
D

j



y
i 1
p

ij

w x , x i 

w  x , x 

j  1, 2,...., m

3.36

i

i 1

It is clear from equation 3.36 that the predicted output magnitude will always lie
between the minimum and maximum magnitude of the desired output, y ij associated
with the stored patterns (since 0  w  1 ). In the GRNN algorithm, the output weights
are set to the desired outputs. The GRNN is best seen as an interpolator, which
interpolates between the desired outputs of pattern layer nodes that are located near the
input vector (or scalar) in the input space.
A standard way to define the similarly function, W is to base it on a distance
function, D (x 1 , x 2 ) , that gives a measure of the distance or dissimilarity between two
patterns x 1an d x 2 . The desired property of the weight function w (x , x i ) is that its
magnitude for a stored pattern x i be inversely proportional to its distance from the
input pattern x (if the distance is zero the weight is a maximum of unity). The standard
distance and weight functions are given by the following equations, respectively:

w (x , x i )  e  D ( x ,x

i

)

 x  x 2k 
D(x1 ,x 2 )=   1k

k
k=1 

n

3.37
2

3.38

In equation 3.38, each input variable has its own sigma value, σk, where σk is the
normalization constant that controls the width of the basis function.
The procedures of GRNN algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(1) Input unit stores an input vector x.
(2) The pattern units which computes the distances D (x 1 , x 2 ) between the incoming
patterns x and stored patterns x i . The pattern nodes output the quantities W
( x , x i ).
(3) The summation units computes N j , the sums of the products of W ( x , x i ) and the
associated known output component y i . This unit also has a node to compute D, the
sum of all W ( x , x i ).
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(4) Finally, the output unit divides N

j

by D to produce the estimated output y 'j

component that is a localized average of the stored output patterns.

3.5.3 Selection of Networks Structures
Networks defined by various combinations of DS variables sets at present and previous
time periods were trained and tested using different NN configurations. For all different
combinations of the input variables, Networks were trained using a one hidden layer.
In this particular study, the structure of NN model is designed based on trial and error
procedure to find the appropriate number of neuron and input variables to the model.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 The Study process
The method that was conducted in this work can be explained into steps as follows:


Collect the data .



Find the most significant data set.



Generate different subsets of data using InfoGainAttributeEval algorithm
(feature selection).



Select the Data Mining Method (we choose NN).



Built different NN models.



Compare different NN models based on the most significant data set.



Analyzing the result.



Determine the most accurate and reliable model that can be used for future
prediction.

Study processing starts from the data collection and analysis, followed by preprocessing and then feeds to the neural network. Finally, post-processing is needed
to transform the outputs of the network to the required outputs. Figure (4.1) shows
the process of this study.
This chapter discusses some of the most important considerations involved in
processing data for neural networks.
Gathering
& Data
Analysis
Data
Preprocessing
Neural
Network
Data PostProcessing
(Result Analysis)

Figure 4.1 :study process
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4.2 Data Set
One of the most important components in the success any research is the data. The quality,
availability, reliability, repeatability, and relevance of the data used to develop and run the
system is critical to it's success. Even a primitive model can perform well if the input data has
been processed in such a way that it clearly reveals the important information.

4.2.1 Data Pre-Processing
Theoretically, a neural network could be used to map the raw input data directly to
required output data. But sometimes it is critical to apply pre-processing to the input data
before they are fed to a network. There are many techniques and considerations relevant
to data pre-processing. Pre-processing can vary from simple filtering (as in time-series
data), to complex processes for extracting features from image data. Since the choice of
pre-processing algorithms depends on the application and the nature of the data, the range
of possibilities is vast.
4.2.2 Data Post-Processing
Post-processing covers any process that is applied to the output of the network. As with
pre-processing, it is entirely dependent on the application, or it may using the output of a
network as one input to a rule-based processor. Sometimes it is just the reverse process of
data pre-processing.

4.3 Dead Sea Variables selection
Variable selection improves prediction by searching for the subset of features, which
can best predict the future target. The variables that will be taken into account are:
1. AD: Air Direction
2. At: Air Temperature
3. Pr: Atmosphere Pressure
4. Ra: Rain fall
5. Sa: Salinity
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6. Ws: Wind Speed
7. Wt: Water Temp
8. H: Humidity
9. So: Solar radiation
10. In: Water Inflow
11. Sl: Surface Level of the DS
From the data set which consists of 384 vectors, we have chosen 300 as a training set,
and 84 records as testing set. Also, we have generated different 6 sets of data with
different combination of variables from both training and testing sets using Ranker
Selection Attribute algorithm provided by Weka Program. (for identifying the most
significant set of variables). We applied these datasets to evaluate their performance and
select the best set among the other sets.
The variable chosen comes from Jordan weather station, Isramer and from annual
reports and journals. These organizations were chosen based on several criteria. First
and foremost, the quality and quantity of data for each one was individually screened.
Some of them had numerous days of missing data in a year that make the annual
maximum values questionable. The amount of data available for each organization
varies between 6 years to up of 100 years according to some of organization. So in this
study we take (Jan 1992 – Jan 2000) period as a raw data in this research cause in this
period the most significant variables are available and there isn't missing data.
In this study, the mathematical programming based on neural network methods was
applied to model the DS water level relationship. A total of more than three resources
have been defined where its located in Jordan, Palestine and from the World Wide Web
(WWW) as a scientific journals or annual reports.
The source data which are the basic of this work, gathered from:


The Hashemite kingdom of Jordan ( Meteorological department )
[ Mean relative humidity, direction & speed of wind and rainfall ]



The

ISRAMAR

National

repository

and

dissemination

facility

for

oceanographic data and data products.
[air temp , water temperature below 100 m, solar radiation, atmosphere pressure,
and surface level ]
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Other variables like surface & ground water extracted from electronic scientific
papers such as Salamah and Elnasser authors in ( Does the Actual Drop in Dead
Sea Level Reflect the Development of Water Sources Within its Drainage
Basin?)

The data were selected from these resources dose not have uniform scale, Figure(4.1a)
&(4.1b) represent some of data selected from Isramar Organization, all data forms from
this organization are graphical form.

Figure (4.1a): Average Salinity and Temperature of DS under 100 meter
below sea level

Figure (4.1b): Surface level of DS (1992-2006)
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On the other hand the data were obtained from Meteorological department state in
Amman-Jordan Table (4.1) represent some of the data. Other data collected from the net
and from Journals concerning in DS area, Fig (4.2).
The continuous data where gathered is between Jan-1992 till Jan-2000, from those eight
year we extracted one observation per week, four for one month and as a result we
obtained 384 observation for eight year. The data must be manipulated (as we discussed
earlier) by different tools to be have same scale (numerical scale) and it was prepared as
input to our NN models, we used a GRABIT program written by Jiro Doke since 2003
using Matlab programming language to convert graphical data to numerical data, Figure
(4.3).
Table (4.1): humidity values (1988-2005)
Dec Nov

Oct

Sep

Aug

Jul

Jun May April March Feb Jan

56

45

53

46

46

43

42

39

46

62

64

68

1988

62

53

51

49

53

49

47

41

37

56

45

60

1989

47

43

47

54

52

50

48

49

52

55

63

62

1990

58

49

45

51

53

49

44

43

46

57

54

57

1991

52

33

34

38

40

40

39

40

48

51

63

56

1992

57

47

42

48

49

48

46

50

45

55

71

53

1993

58

63

47

50

57

52

51

48

42

65

62

63

1994

57

47

61

62

52

48

43

39

48

58

66

60

1995

50

35

44

49

50

48

55

53

54

68

63

65

1996

77

64

44

43

43

41

49

42

48

61

50

50

1997

61

63

58.4 59.5

66.6 70.1 76.5 1998

55

55.6 59.8

59.4 63.4 59.9 1999

53.1 66.2 60.1 63.5 66.5

52.3 36.8 44.9 44.1 44.6 42.7
74

44

59

65

64

58

73.4 56.9 59.6 63.9 63.1 60.5
80

57

55

58

55

52

55.9

52.7 66.9 56.1 58.6 61.8 62.4 65.9
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Figure (4.2): Inflow of water
GRABIT starts a Graphical User Interface (GUI) program for extracting data from an
image file, It is capable of reading in BMP, JPG, TIF, GIF, and PNG files. Multiple data
sets can be extracted from a single image file, and the data is saved as an n-by-2 matrix
variable in the workspace. And it can also be renamed and saved as a MAT file (Matrix
file generated by MATLAB).

Figure(4.3):GRABIT program

The other data from Jordan meteorological department manipulated using Excel
Microsoft Office to become same format as other observed data, as a result all variable
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have the same scale and ready to be entered as a vector to the NN, Table (4.2) show all
factors of the DS after manipulated.
Table (4.2): factors where effected the DS water level
Ad
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0
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338 33.11 1050.8

0

236.7 7.46 12.5 3.67 23.532 59 414.03

In this work, the input vector of the neural network for both MLP and RBNN represents
a set of variables (five variables for each dataset) generated by selection algorithm
provided by Weka data mining software.
We take 6 datasets (the most sets related to surface level) for training and testing (300
records for training and 84 records for testing). Then we applied these datasets to NN
algorithms.

4.4 NN Parameters
4.4.1 Learning threshold
The error range of training set that can be accepted in stopping training can be identified
by learning threshold. It depends upon how complicated the network is to stop the
training, the learning threshold where used equal to 0.0005.
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4.4.2 Learning rate  
The rate at which NNs learn depends upon several controllable factors. In selecting the
approach there are many trade-offs to consider. Obviously, a slower rate means a lot
more time is spent in accomplishing the off-line learning to produce an adequately
trained system. With the faster learning rates, however, the network may not be able to
make the fine discriminations possible with a system that learns more slowly. The
learning rate used equal to 0.3.

4.4.3 Momentum   
Momentum factor describes the proportion of the weight change that is added to each
subsequent weight change. Low momentum causes weight oscillation and instability,
preventing the network from learning. High momentum cripples network adaptability.
Momentum is limited to vary from 0 to 1, we set this value to 0.2 in our study.

4.4.4 Number of hidden neurons
Number of hidden nodes is the number which identifies how complex the network is.
Hidden nodes are the additional modification layer to change the output function from a
linear function to a nonlinear function. Generally, connections are allowed from the
input layer to the first (and possibly only) hidden layer; from the first hidden layer to the
second and from the last hidden layer to the output layer. The hidden layer learns to
recode the inputs. More than one hidden layer can be used. There is no set formula for
determining the number of hidden nodes to use. in our study we set the number of
neurons to 5, 11 for BP and L-M respectively.

4.5 Performance measurement
After selecting the most related datasets to DS surface level, each dataset applied to
each network of three learning algorithms which are BackPropagation and LevenbergMarquardt, and the General Regression Neural Network. The performance of these
models have to be checked to know the accuracy. There are several measurement
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methods to test the performance of model. The most accurate result compared to others
will be implemented, which makes the performance checking of the model an important
step. The accuracy measurement (both training and testing) used in this study is the
Mean Square Error (MSE).

4.5.1 Mean Squared Error (MSE)
The mean squared error is defined as the average of the squared forecast error.

 (A
MSE 

t

T t ) 2

n

Where,
• At : Actual value at time t
• Tt : Target value at time t
• n : Number of time period n
As we mentioned before, we have 6 datasets for training and testing (300 records for
training and 84 records for testing). We applied these datasets to evaluate their
performance.
Each network tested after the training stage by the same learning data set, then
subtracted the target value from the predicted value giving the error of the network, then
we compared each network model by comparing the MSE for each one of the sets.

4.6 Design the Neural Networks
From the data set which consists of 384 vectors, we have chosen 300 for training set,
and the rest for testing, we applied these data to evaluate their performance, For BP, the
network consisted of 5 neurons in hidden layer, 11 neuron for L-M, a spread of 1 was a
default for GRNN, and after training, the Best MSE given by GRNN of spread 0.1.


The DS parameters divided to six sets, each one have five parameter, these
parameter was determined by Ranker Selection Attribute provided by Weka
Program.



The architecture of BP and L-M are (5-5-1) and (5-11-1) respectively.
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Spread was 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 100 for GRNN.



Mean squared error (MSE) was chosen as error performance algorithm.
Goal error of 0.0005 was chosen.

4.7 Tools and Platforms
In this study, the computer programming used in this study is MATLAB copyrighted by
MathWorks Inc.(2007) and Weka Program using Java as tool to develop model
structures for determine the relationship between factors of DS. The modeling technique
approach used in the present study is based on artificial neural network method in
modeling input-output relationship.
MATLAB can be incorporated effectively to enhance understanding and enabling the
researcher actively to put theory into practice. This software is known are friendly user
and flexible with high capability for analysis and design the geology processes.
WEKA stands for Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis and is a very popular
open-source Data Mining tool written in Java. It is developed at the University of
Waikato in New Zealand and can be downloaded for free from the web
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/). It’s applicable with Windows, Linux and
basically every other operating system with a Java Virtual Machine of version 1.4 or
higher.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Results
The training and simulation were released using Weka Program and MATLAB 7
Neural

Network.

Three

different

neural

network

structures,

which

are

BackPropagation, Levenberg Marquardt and General Regression Neural Network.
Six Different datasets of DS variables were applied.
The variable used in datasets,


Set number one = {Air Direction, Atmosphere Pressure, Water Inflow, Wind
Speed, Rain fall }.



Set number two = {Humidity, Wind Speed, Water Temp, Rain fall, Atmosphere
Pressure }.



Set number three = {Atmosphere Pressure, Solar radiation, Air Direction, Air
Temperature, Rain fall}.



Set number four = {Salinity, Air Direction, Water Inflow, Humidity,
Atmosphere Pressure}.



Set number five = {Air Temperature, Atmosphere Pressure, Water Inflow,
Water Temp, Rain fall}.



Set number six ={ Air Temperature, Water Temp, Solar radiation, Humidity,
Salinity }

Each set of these sets has one observation per week during eight years ago, total
observations for each set is 384 observations.
In this study, all neural network models were applied to these sets by different
parameters, and data sets were divided into training set and test sets.
The number of neurons was different from neural network to another, as discussed in
the previous chapter. The error goal for MLP training function networks was 0.0005.
For GRNN, the optimum spread values founded by trial-and-error and used for both the
training and test data. The spread values were used are 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 100
respectively.
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The results of this study are summarized as follows:


The performance of GRNN was better than other at all sets, and the performance

of the BP & ML approximately closed to other.
GRNN performance for all sets was better than the other networks and as shown in
table(5.2) the error for all sets nearly closed to zero and the best set with minimum
error achieved by set number 4, figure(5.1) show the set 4 error performance.
Table (5.1): GRNN Training & Testing values for Spread equal 0.1

Set 1

Spread
Value
0.1

Training
Error
0.0044

Testing
Error
1.11 e-07

Set 2

0.1

0.0025

5.4 e-005

Set 3

0.1

0.004

0.006

Set 4

0.1

0

1.01e-025

Set 5

0.1

0.126

3.4 e-005

Set 6

0.1

1.10 e-004

2.07 e- 006

GRNN

Time
Figure (5.1): the performance of GRNN when spread value equal 0.1 for set 4
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Figure (5.2): the performance of GRNN when spread value equal 0.1 for set 1

Table (5.2): L-M Training & Testing values for number of neurons is11

Set 1

Number
of
neuron
11

Set 2

11

40000

0.9768

1.1292

Set 3

11

40000

1.0053

2.7677

Set 4

11

40000

1.6420

1.0606

Set 5

11

40000

1.7023

1.1039

Set 6

11

40000

1.8888

0.9227

L-M

epochs

Training
Error

Testing
Error

40000

1.908

2.9954

As show in table(5.2), the best performance value for L-M network (5-11-1) founded in
set number 6 having the minimum error comparing with other sets equal to 0.9227,
figures (5.3) and (5.4) shows the performance of L-M for set 4 and set 6.
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Time
Figure (5.3): the performance of L-M for set 4

Time
Figure (5.4): the performance of L-M for set 6
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Table (5.3): MLP Training & Testing values for number of neurons is 5

Set 1

Number
of
neuron
5

Set 2

5

40000

0.51

0.5908

Set 3

5

40000

0.32

0.631

Set 4

5

40000

0.364

0.502

Set 5

5

40000

0.181

0.2979

Set 6

5

40000

0.073

0.1213

BP

epochs

Training
Error

Testing
Error

40000

0.78

0.8536

As show in table(5.3), the best performance value for BP network (5-5-1) founded in set
number 6 having the minimum error comparing with other sets equal to 0.1213, figures
(5.4) and (5.5) shows the performance of BP for set 4 and set 6 respectively.

Time
Figure (5.4): the performance of BP for set 4
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Time
Figure (5.5): the performance of BP for set 6

We justify that GRNN performed so well for these reasons:
1. Choosing an optimal spread of 0.1 made the performance optimal (See
table (5.2) ).
2. GRNN is performing better than the other algorithms rather than there is
not many training set available.
3. There was a little redundancy vector in training data.
Table (5.4): GRNN Training & Testing values for Spread equal to 0.2
GRNN
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Spread
Value
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Training
Error
0.015
0.0132
0.0065
2.572 e-011
0.648
0.0068

Testing
Error
6.1 e-005
0.011
5.61 e-23
6.17 e-020
0.0011
2.53 e-005
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Table (5.5): GRNN Training & Testing values for Spread equal to 0.5
GRNN
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Spread
Value
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Training
Error
0.379
0.0137
0.0102
5.2 e-004
0.4067
0.08

Testing
Error
3.5 e-04
0.055
1.13 e-007
8.34 e-007
0.105
0.0034

Table (5.6): GRNN Training & Testing values for Spread equal to 1
GRNN
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Spread
Value
1
1
1
1
1
1

Training
Error
0.2086
0.1258
0.477
0.126
0.84
0.42

Testing
Error
0.0014
0.13
3.7 e-005
4.7 e-005
0.022
0.018

Table (5.7): GRNN Training & Testing values for Spread equal to 100
GRNN
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Spread
Value
100
100
100
100
100
100

Training
Error
1.93
1.99
1.939
1.933
2.003
1.99

Testing
Error
0.066
0.79
0.066
0.067
0.07
0.0796

As shown in table (5.4) through table (5.7) above, we notice that:


when chose a spread of 0.1, it gave us performance closed to 100%, and
every time the spread gets larger, the performance gets down.



the performance of the GRNN was better than other NN algorithms in both
training and testing stage.
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Time
Figure (5.6): GRNN training with spread equal to 0.2 for set 1

Time
Figure (5.7): GRNN training with spread equal to 0.2 for set 4
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From figures (5.6), ( 5.7 ) we can say that the performance of these network is better
than the error performance of other network as we will show later in figures (5.8),
(5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) when a spread values becomes rise.

Time
Figure (5.8): GRNN training with spread equal to 1 for set 1

Time
Figure (5.9): GRNN training with spread equal to 1 for set 4
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Figure (5.10): GRNN training with spread equal to100 for set 1

Time
Figure (5.11): GRNN training with spread equal to100 for set 4
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Time
Figure (5.12): GRNN test with spread equal to 0.2 for set 1

Time
Figure (5.13): GRNN test with spread equal to 0.2 for set 4
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Time
Figure (5.14): GRNN test with spread equal to 100 for set 1
As we discuss before, we conclude that as a spread value become rise, the performance
of training and testing become decline, (continuous line mean tested value & the '+'
means actual value).
Table(5.8): LM Training & Testing values with different number of neurons and 0.0005 goal

LM
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3

Number
of neuron
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9

epochs
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000

Training
Error
1.996
1.120
1.593
1.841
1.859
1.996
2.69
1.99
2.63
2.45
3.08
4.36
3.9
2.75
4.05

Testing
Error
3.09
1.39
2.965
1.268
1.659
1.062
3.97
2.46
3.16
3. 87
3.91
5.026
4.28
3.36
5.91
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Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

9
9
9

20000
20000
20000

5.37
6.97
4.258

5.94
8.598
7.147

Table(5.9): BP Training & Testing values with 6 neurons and 0.0005 goal

BP
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Number
of neuron
6
6
6
6
6
6

epochs
40000
40000
40000
40000
40000
40000

Training
Error
1.908
0.9768
1.0053
1.6420
1.7023
1.8888

Testing
Error
2.9954
1.1292
2.7677
1.0606
1.1039
0.9227

Table(5.10): BP Training & Testing values with 5 neurons and 0.0005 goal

BP
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6

Number
of neuron
5
5
5
5
5
5

epochs
40000
40000
40000
40000
40000
40000

Training
Error
0.78
0.51
0.32
0.364
0.181
0.073

Testing
Error
0.8536
0.5908
0.631
0.502
0.2979
0.1213

Table(5.11): BP Training & Testing values with 4 neurons and 0.0005 goal

BP
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6


Number
of neuron
4
4
4
4
4
4

epochs
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

Training
Error
0.86
0.947
0.742
0.699
0.898
0.108

Testing
Error
0.931
1.0887
0.9371
0.802
0.914
0.213

Tables (5.8), (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) shows how the BP & L-M Testing values
with respect to the numbers of neurons and its goal which is set to 0.0005. The
performance of BB become down as number of BP network neurons is more
than 5 and less than 4 of goal 0.0005 and variance numbers of epochs. On the
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other hand the performance of L-M networks become down for any number of
neurons except 11 neurons.
Finally, figures (5.15), (5.16), …, (5.20) shows the error performance for some
test BP and L-M for some datasets, the figures plotted the targets and output
vectors for DS water level.

Time
Figure (5.15) BP test set for the set number 1
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Time
Figure (5.16) BP test set for the set number 4

Time
Figure (5.17) BP test set for the set number 6
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Time
Figure (5.18) LM test set for the set number 1

Time
Figure (5.19) LM test set for the set number 4
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Time
Figure (5.20) LM test set for the set number 6
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
The main objective of this study is to model the Dead Sea geological parameters
relationship because of the limitations of studies concerning of the Dead Sea
geological nature. In fact, there is no agreement about the main factors affected by
the Dead Sea, this study illustrates the way which may help the geologists of the
Dead sea to improve their studies and also researchers in the future.
In this thesis we compared three NN algorithms, two of them are the learning
algorithms that train the MLP: Back-Propagation (BP) and Levenberg-Marquardt
(L-M), the third one is the General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) algorithms.
Results have shown that we obtain a lower error for GRNN model than both of BP
and L-M models. This result is illustrated by the comparison of performances of the
three algorithms in order to identify the best NN model to be applied to the
prediction of the DS water level.
These NN structures applied to Dead Sea data for six different sets, each set have
different five parameters. When comparing BP, L-M and GRNN models, we find
that GRNN is better than BP and L-M in training and also in testing stage.
Recall that the performance of GRNN was better than other for all spread values
tried and the performance of BP for training and testing is more accurate than the
performance results gained by L-M.
Choosing the number of hidden neurons and spread values in this study was based
on trial-and error. GRNN training algorithm gave the best result for the training
data, the most important result should be considered with the test data is 1.01e-025.
Unfortunately, we still have some limitations and drawbacks in this study, we
determined the optimal parameters (especially, spread and number of neurons) more
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or less by trial-and-error. A more sophisticated method to determine the optimal
parameter values is desirable and it improves the performance considerably.
We conclude that the result is quite satisfactory and it reflects the nature of given
algorithms, BP, L-M and GRNN. Results showed the advantages and disadvantages
of these algorithms. Although results would still require improvements by adapting
automatic techniques choosing optimal parameters, applying the neural network
models to external data set.

6.2 Recommendations for Future work
It has been shown in this study that the NN models are capable to model the
complex relationship between Dead Sea and its factors. As part of Artificial
Intelligent groups, the Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) models have a
good characteristics and capability to model such relationship. FL and GA models
can be designed through experience of the experts. Therefore, for further research
the study of these algorithms should be carried out. Several studies has found that
the combination of two methods are more powerful and effectiveness for many
application.
In this study, the training of NN algorithms was accomplished using the same
transfer function for all neurons and layers in a network. The use of different
transfer functions for each layer will be helpful to obtain better accuracy results.
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اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
إن ﺣﻮض اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﺖ ﯾﻠﻌﺐ دورا ﻣﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻄﻮر اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي و اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻲ واﻟﺰراﻋﻲ ﻓ ﻲ اﻷردن.
أﺑﺤﺎث ﻋﺪﯾﺪة أﺷﺎرت إﻟﻰ أن ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﯿﺎه ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿ ﻓﺖﻲ اﻧﺨﻔ ﺎض ﻣﺴ ﺘﻤﺮ ﺑﻨﺴ ﺒﺔ 3ﻗ ﺪم ﻟﻜ ﻞ
ﺳﻨﺔ .وﺑﻨﺎءا ﻋﻠﻰ ذﻟﻚ ھﻨﺎﻟﻚ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ ﻣﺎﺳﺔ ﻟﺘﺰوﯾﺪ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﯿﻦ واﻟﺠﯿﻮﻟﻮﺟﯿﯿﻦ ﺑﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮات ﻋﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﯿ ﺎه
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﺖ ﺑﻄﺮﯾﻘ ﺔ دﻗﯿﻘ ﺔ ﻣ ﻦ ﺧ ﻼل أﺑﺤ ﺎث ﺗﻌﻄ ﻲ ﻧﺘ ﺎﺋﺞ ﻓﻌﺎﻟ ﺔ ﻟﻜ ﻲ ﯾﻜﻮﻧ ﻮا ﻗ ﺎدرﯾﻦ ﻋﻠ ﻰ ﻓﮭ ﻢ
اﻟﺘﻐﯿﺮات اﻟﺘ ﻲ ﺗﻄ ﺮأ ﻋﻠ ﻰ ﻣﺴ ﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﯿ ﺎه ﻓ ﻲ اﻟﺒﺤ ﺮ اﻟﻤﯿ ﺖ ﻣ ﻦ اﺟ ﻞ اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ ﻋﻠ ﻰ إﯾﻘ ﺎف اﻻﻧﺨﻔ ﺎض
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﯿﺎه ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﺖ.
ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ ﻧﻤﻮذج رﯾﺎﺿﻲ ﻟﺪﯾ ﮫ اﻟﻘ ﺪرة ﻋﻠ ﻰ اﻟ ﺘﻌﻠﻢ
اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼﺒﻮﻧﯿﺔ ) (Neural Networkھﻲ
وﺗﻨﻈﯿﻢ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﺘ ﻮازي وﻣ ﻦ أﻛﺜ ﺮ ﻧﻤ ﺎذج اﻟﺸ ﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼ ﺒﻮﻧﯿﺔ اﻧﺘﺸ ﺎرا ) GRNN, L-M
andﻲ( ﻟ ﺪﯾﮭﺎ اﻟﻘ ﺪرة ﻋﻠ ﻰ ﺗﻤﺜﯿ ﻞ ﻣﻌ ﺎدﻻت ﻏﯿ ﺮ ﺧﻄﯿ ﮫ ﻣ ﺎ ﺑ ﯿﻦ اﻟﻤ ﺪﺧﻼت
BackPropationواﻟﺘ
واﻟﻤﺨﺮﺟﺎت.
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﺮوف أن ﻣﺴﺘﻮى ﺳﻄﺢ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ ﯾﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﺣﺮارة اﻟﮭ ﻮاء و درﺟ ﺔ
اﻟﻤﻠﻮﺣ ﺔ و درﺟ ﺔ اﻟﺮﻃﻮﺑ ﺔ وﻋ ﺪد آﺧ ﺮ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣ ﻞ اﻟﻤ ﺆﺛﺮة ﻋﻠ ﻰ اﻟﺒﯿﺌاﻟﻨﻤﺔ .ﻮذج اﻟﻤﺘﺒ ﻊ ﻓ ﻲ ھ ﺬه
اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﺑﺄﺧﺬ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ ﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺪ أﯾﮭﺎ اﻷﻛﺜﺮ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮا وﻓﺎﻋﻠﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ
ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻤﯿﺎه ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﺖ وﻣﻦ ﺛﻢاﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻛﻞ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻞ وﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘﮭﺎ ﻋﻠ ﻰ أﻛﺜ ﺮ ﻣ ﻦ
ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻟﻠﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼﺒﻮﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻨﺒﺆ ﺑﻤﺴﺘﻮى ﺳﻄﺢ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ وﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺪ أي ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻟﮭﺎ اﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮ اﻷﻛﺒﺮ ﻋﻠ ﻰ
ﻣﺴﺘﻮى ﺳﻄﺢ اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻟﻤﯿﺖ.
ﯾﻌﻄﻲ أﻓﻀﻞ ﻧﺘ ﺎﺋﺞ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧ ﺔ ﻣ ﻊ اﻟﻨﻤ ﺎذج اﻷﺧ ﺮى
أﺧﯿﺮا ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻟﻘﻮل أن اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮح )(GRNN
ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﻌﺼﺒﻮﻧﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ اﻟﺨﻄﺄ اﻟﺘﺮﺑﯿﻌﻲ ).(MSE
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